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A plan6 partition 7t is said to be H-invariant if its diagram D(a) is stable under H, 
where His a subgroup of S, acting on N3 by permutating coordinates. In this paper 
we give explicit generating functions for A,-invariant plane partitions and 
S,-invariant plane partitions. Also we find formulas involving Pfafiians for the sum 
of all minors of an arbitrary matrix. We can use these formulas to obtain simple 
determinantal expressions for the generating function of S,-invariant plane 
partitions and reduce the Andrews-Robbins conjecture to the evaluation of some 
matrix given in Theorem 5. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to give explicit generating functions for 
plane partitions which have certain symmetries. In order to explain in 
detail, we shall prepare some notations. (cf. [St 11) 
A plane partition is an array of positive integers 
all aI2 a13 ... Q., 
a21 a22 az3 ... 0262 
. . . 
a i-l ar2 . .. 4, , 
which satisfies the following three conditions: 
(Pl) &2&B ... >/A, 
09) ai,j>ai,j+, for i= 1, . . . . r andj= 1, 2, . . . . li- 1 
(P3) ai,iaaa,+,,jfor i=l, . . . . r-l andj= 1, 2, . . . . 1e,+l. 
(The empty array 0, which has no rows, is permitted.) With such an array 
7c = (a,), we associate the diagram D(n) defined by 
D(n) = {(i,j, k) c N3; au is defined and 1 Q k < +}. 
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Then conditions (Pl ), (P2), and (P3) can be expressed as 
(P) For (i,j, k), (i’, J”, k’) E N3 such that i> i’, j>j’ and k >k’; 
(i,j, k) E D(n) implies (i’,j’, k’) ED(X). 
Note that rc is recovered uniquely from D(z). 
The symmetric group S, acts on &J3 by permutating coordinates. For a 
plane partition 7c and g E &, it follows from (P) that g . D(n) is the diagram 
of some plane partition. Let H be a subgroup of S3. A plane partition rc is 
called H-invariant if D(rc) is H-stable. We are interested in the cardinality of 
9(H, n) = {n; z is an H-invariant plane partition such that D(rc) 
is contained in [n13}, 
where [n] = (1, 2, . . . . IZ}. 
DEFINITION. For a plane partition rc, we set 
InI = #Wn), 
where #A denotes the cardinality of a set A. If H is a subgroup of S3 and 
R is H-invariant, then we denote by wt,(z) the number of the H-orbits in 
D(X). Moreover, we define 
P(H; n) =c q’*‘, 
Q(H; n) = c q”“““‘, 
where the sums are taken over all rt E P(H; n), 
The main object of this paper is to give formulas for &(A3 ; n), P(S3 ; n), 
and Q(S, ; n). The formulas for other subgroups H are known and can be 
unified in the following form (see [%a]). 
THEOREM. Let H be a subgroup of S,. For an H-orbit 5 through 
x=(i,j,k)cN3, weput 
ht(c)=i+j+k-2. 
(a) If H is not S,, then 
(b) If H is neither S, nor A3, then 
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Furthermore, G. E. Andrews [An31 and D. P. Robbins conjectured that 
(2) is valid for the case H = S,. In the case H = S,, (I ) is not true because 
its right-hand side is not a polynomial. By the same reason, (2) is not valid 
for the case H = A,. Since P(S, ; n) and Q(A3 ; n) have irreducible factors 
which are not cyclotomic polynomials, they cannot be written in the form 
II (I- qag)/lYI (I- @)(ai, bj E N 1. 
In Section 1, we give a formula for Q(A3; n). For P(S,; n) or Q(S,; n), 
we shall show that it is equal to the sum of all minors (including the void 
minor equal to 1) of a certain lower triangular matrix. On the other hand, 
we find formulas involving a Pfaffian for the sum of all minors of an 
arbitrary matrix (see Theorem 4). We can use these formulas to obtain 
simple determinantal expressions for P(S, ; n)> and Q(S, ; n)‘. And the 
expression for Q(S, ; n)” reduces the above Andrews-Robbins conjecture to 
the evaluation of some matrix given in Theorem 5 of this paper. 
The author is grateful to D. P. Robbins for suggesting the simplification 
of the proofs of Theorem 3 and 4. 
1. GENERATING FUNCTION FOR A,-INVARIANT PLANE PAR~TIONS 
In order to derive the formulas for Q(A3; n), P(S3 ; n), and Q(S, ; n), we 
make use of shifted plane partition defined as follows. A shiped plane 
partition is an array of positive integers 
b 11 b12 b13 ..- b llrl 
b 22 bz3 ... b 2P2 
b 33 ... b 3P3 
. . . 
satisfying 
(sl) ~1>~2>~3>..‘>~clr 
(52) bi,i>,bi,j+, for i= 1, . . . . r andj=i, i+ 1, . . . . pi--l 
(S3) bi,i~bi+l,j for i= 1, . . . . r-- 1 andj=i, i+ 1, . . ..pifl. 
(The empty array 0 is permitted.) A shifted plane partition cr = (b,) is said 
to be row-strict (resp. column-strict) if cr satisfies 
(S2)’ b, > bi,i+ 1 (whenever both sides are defined) (resp. 
(S3)’ b,>bi+ l,j (whenever both side are defined)). 
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AS in the case of plane partition, we define the shifted diagram SD(o) of cr 
by setting 
SD(o)={(i,j,k)~N~;b~isdetined(hencei<j) 
and 1 <k<b,}. 
If (I has r rows and there are li entries in the ith row, we denote by sh(a) 
the partition (A,, AZ, . . . . A,), and call it the shape of c. Condition (Sl ) 
implies that A, >&> ... > 1,. And we define the profile pr(o) of rr to be the 
partition (b,, , bz2, . . . . b,,). If 0 is row-strict or column-strict, then 
bll > bz2 > . . . > b,,. For the empty shifted plane partition 0, we put 
sh((21) = pr(@) = (0) (the unique partition of 0). For example, if 
6 6 3 2 1 
CT= 5 2 2 
2 1 
1 
then sh(o) = (5, 3,2, l), pr(a) = (6, 5, 2, 1). 
Now we shall consider Q(A3; n). Let V(n) be the set of all column-strict 
shifted plane partitions 0 = (b,) such that sh(o) = pr(u) and b, < n. 
PROPOSITION 1. For x = (au) E 9(A3; n), we set 
bu=au-i+ 1 
only when i < j and au > i, and denote by y(n) the arrangement of the bv’s in 
the form 
b 11 b,, ..’ 
b 
Y(n) = 
22 .*’ 
. . . 
Then 
(a) 1471) E W4. 
(b) The map y : B(A,; n) + V(n) is a bijection. 
(C) InI=Ci,jb~* 
(d) wt,,(z) = r + Ci+ b,, 
where r is the numer of rows in y(x). 
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Proof. (a), (b), and (c) have been proved in [IvlRR]. 
(d) If we set, for m E N, 
G,= {(i,j, k)~N’;min(i,j,k)=m), 
H,= ((i,j,k)cG,;i=m}, 
then b, is given by 
bti=min(k;(i,j,k)ED(z)nHi}-i+l. 
(If (k; (i,j, k)ED(n)r\ Hi) = 0, b, is not defined.) Since (i,j, k) 
(j > i + 1, i < k < 6, + i - 1) and (i, i, i) are the representatives of A ,-orbits 
in D(n) n G,, the numbers of A,-orbits in D(z) n G, is equal to 1 -t cjzi b,. 
Therefore, summing up for i = 1,2, . . . . r, we have WIT, = r + Cicj b,. 
In consideration of part (d) of Proposition 1, for a shifted plane partition 
ci= (b,) consisting of r rows, we put U(CJ) = r+CiCj b,. Given two 
descending sequences 6, > b2 > . . . > b, and I, > A2 > . . . > A, of positive 
integers, let h(b,, b2, . . . . b,; A,, &, . . . . il,; d) be the number of column-strict 
shifted plane partitions cr such that pr(a) = (b,, bz, ..,, b,), sh(o) = 
(4, a23 .a*, a,), and ZJ((T) = d. And put 
@ 1, . . . . b,; 4, . . . . 4.) 
= d$, Mb,, . . . . b,; 4, . ..> 4.; 4 qd. 
PROPOSITION 2. For b,>b,>...>b,and1,>;1,>...>1,, we have 
Mb I, . . . . b,; A,, . . . . i,)=det(q”[bi~)IT2])l~i,lr~ (3) 
where [g] is a Gaussian polynomial defined by 
(l-qu)(1-q”-l)...(l-q”-b+l) 
(l-q)(l-q2)...(1-qb) ’ 
$ O<bQa 
0, otherwise. 
Proof. When r = 1 and d, = 1, c = (b 1) is the only shifted plane 
partition CJ such that pr(o) = (b,) and sh(o) = (1). Hence we have 
h(b,, l)=q=q’ 
We proceed by double induction on r and A,.. Let cr be a column-strict 
shifted plane partition whose shape is (A,, . . . . J,,) and whose profile is 
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(b 1, . . . . b,). If we remove the first entries in each rows of e, we obtain a 
column-strict shifted plane partition o’, whose shape is (A, - 1, . . . . il, - 1) 
(if A,> 1) or (A, - 1, . . . . A,.-, - 1) (if A,= 1). Moreover, if we put 
pr(a’) = (ci, . . . c,) (if I,> 1) or (c,, . . . . c,-,) (if 2, = l), we see that 
bl 2 ci > b, 2 c2 > . . . and that 
u(a) = 
u(d) + Cl + . . . + c, if 1, > 1, 
u(a’)+c,+*..+c,-,+l if A,= 1. 
Therefore we have a recurrence 
Mb 1, . . . . b,; 4, . . . . 4) 
c 4 cl+ .‘, tc, 
bl>q>bgBc2> >b zc 21 IA rx 
xh(c, ,..., c,;A,-l,..., A,-1) (ifA,>l) 
ZZ 
c 4 cl+ ‘.. +c,-1+1 
b1>c,>b2bc2> >c,-l>b, 
x MC, ) . ..) c,- 1; a1 - 1, . ..) 1,-,-l) (ifA,=l) 
It is enough to show that the right-hand side of (3) satisfies this recurrence. 
In the case 1, > 1, we have 
r,+...+c,det qAj-’ 
( [ 
ci+(aj-1)-2 
&-1)-l I) 1 6 i, j C r 
=det 5 q’j+Ct-l 
c,=b;+l +I 
where b,, 1 = 0. Using a formula c;=,, q’[“,“] = [“,‘;t ‘1, we see that this 
determinant is equal to 
by starting from the bottom row and adding each row to the one above it. 
In the case 1 I = 1, similarly we have 
c 9 
bl>cl>b2> >cr-,>b, 
l+clf...fcr-ldet (qLjel [ci;“i3]),Gi,jGr-l 
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if we note that 
and 
From Proposition 1, it follows that 
Q(A3, n)= 1 +C h(b,, . . . . b,; bl, . ..> b,), 
where the sum is taken over all decreasing sequences (n > ) 
b, > b,> . . . > b, (a 1). On the other hand, Proposition 2 says that 
Mb ,, . . . . b,; b,, . . . . b,) is the principal r x Y minor obtained by picking up the 
b,th rows and the b,th columns of the ltxn matrix C,,= 
(@Cif’T21)l<~,j<n* Q(A3; 1 12 is equal to the sum of all principal minors 
(including the void minor equal to 1) of C,. Therefore we obtain 
THEOREM 1. Let C, be the IZX~ matrix (q’[i~~12J)1~i,jgn. Then 
QU3; n)=deW,+ C,), 
where I,, denotes the n x n identity matrix. 
Remark. G. E. Andrews [An21 had shown that 
P(A3; n) = det(1, + Ce), 
where C:, = (q3’-2[‘;L,2]3)1 $i,jGn and [;I3 means the Gaussian 
polynomial with q replaced by q3. Afterwards, W. H. Mills, D. P. Robbins, 
and H. Rumsey, Jr. [MRR] proved that det (Z, + Cn) equals the product 
l--j (1-q #t(-u+htw)/(1 ~q#rw~))~ 
r E CnlVH 
2. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR &INVARIANTPLANE PARTITIONS 
In this section, we consider P(S,; n) and Q(S3; n). For a positive integer 
12, let G%?(n) be the set of all row-strict shifted plane partitions d = (b,) such 
that bv<n. 
PROPOSITION 3. For z = (a@) E B(S,; n), define 
b,,=a,-j+ I 
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only when i<j and a,>j, and denote by p(n) the arrangement of the bq’s in 
the form 
b 11 b12 b,, ... 
P(Z) = 
b 22 b,, ..’ 
. . . 
b rr *.. 
Then 
(4 p(n) E g(n). 
(b) The map p: B(S3; n) +.9?(n) is a bijection. 
(c) InI=-2r+3Ci,jb,+Ci,j(b,-l), 
where r is the number of rows in p(n). 
(d) WtsAn) = Ci,j b,. 
ProoJ: (a) is clear. 
(b) Let E (resp. F) be the set of all points (i,j, k)~ N3 such that i<j 
(resp. i < j < k), and p” : F-+ E be the map defined by 
p(i,j,k)=(i,j,k-j+l). 
Then we see that 
W(n) n F) = WP(~)). (4) 
In order to show that p is bijective, we shall construct the inverse map v] of 
p. For CE~(Y~), we put 
and 
D,= ((i, j, k)eF: p(i, j, k)eSD(o)}, 
D= u g.D,. 
&YGS3 
By noting the row-strictness of O, it can be checked that (i, j, k) E D implies 
(i - 1, j, k) E D (i > 1). Since D is S,-stable, D satisfies the condition (P) 
mentioned in the Introduction. Hence there is a unique S,-invariant plane 
partition ~(o)E.~‘(S~; n) such that D(q(a)) coincides with D. It follows 
from (4) that v] is the inverse map of p. 
(c) For x = (i, j, k) E F, the relation between #S, .x and c(x) is 
(i) if i=j=k, #22,.x= 1 and fi(x)=(i, i, 1) 
(ii) if i=j<k, #S,.x=3 and p(x)=(i, i, I) (I> 1) 
(iii) if i<j=k, #S3.x=3 and p(x)=(i,j, l)(i<j) 
(iv) if i<j<k, #SJ.x=6 and p(x)=(i,j,I) (i<j,l>l). 
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Since D(n) = UxEDcXjnF S, . x (disjoint union), we have 
171 I = #((i, i, 1) E SWW)} 
+3~#{(i,i,Z)~SD(p(x));Z>l) 
+34{k.i lWD(d4);W) 
+64((i,j, Z)ESD(P(X)); i<j, I> 1) 
=r+3 i (b,i-1)+33#((i,j);b,isdefined,i<j} 
i=l 
+6 1 (b,-1) 
i <j 
=-2r+3Cbi,+3 C (bv-1). 
i,j i -cj 
(d) Since D(rc) nF is the system of representatives of S,-orbits in 
D(n), 
wt,(n) = #(D(z) n F) = #SD(P(K)) =c b,. 
i, i 
In consideration of (c) and (d) of Proposition 3, we define as follows: 
For a shifted plane partition cr = (b,) with r rows, we put 
u(a)= -2r+3xbij+3 c (b,-l), 
i, j icj 
w(a) = c b,. 
i,i 
Given two decreasing sequences b, > b2 > . . . > b, and I, > A, > . . . > A,, let 
.fQ 1, . . . . b,; 4 > . . . . L,; d) (resp.g(b,, . . . . b,; L1, . . . . A,; d)) be the number of 
the row-strict shifted plane partitions CJ such that pr(e) = (b,, . . . . b,), 
sh(o) = (A,, . . . . A,), and u(a) = d (resp. w(a) = d). And put 
f@ l, . . . . b,; A,, . . . . A,) = f f(b,, . . . . b,; a:, . . . . A,; d) qd 
d=O 
g(b 1, . . . . b,; A,, . . . . A,) = f g(bl, ..a, b,; AI, . . . . A,.; d) qd. 
d=O 
Then we obtain the following determinantal formulas. 
PROPOSITION 4. Forb,>.-.>b,and~,>-..>;1,, wehave 
04 
f@ 1, .,., b,; A,, . . . . A,) = det q3bi+3’j-6611:C* 
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(b) 
db i, . . . . b,; 4, . . . . A,) = det 
where [;I6 denotes the Gaussian polynomial replaced q by q6. 
ProofI These equalities can be proved by the same method that was 
used in the proof of Proposition 2, if we note the following recurrences: 
.f(b 1, . . . . b,; 4, . . . . 1,) 
c 4 3~;=,bi+3~;=,(ci-l) 
bl>cl>bz>cz> . ..b.>c,,l 
X~(CI,...,C,;AI-l,..., A,--1) (if&>l) 
= 
c 4 -2+3~~=,bi+3r:~:(ri-l) 
bl>c,>bz> >b,-,>c,-lab, 
xf (Cl ,..., c,-,;A,-l,..., 1,-,-l) (if&=11 
g(b 1, . ..> b,; 4, . . . . a,.) 
c 4 bl+ +b, 
61 > CI > b2 > cz > > b, > c, a I 
Xg(c,,...,C,;iz,-l,...,il,-1) (ifl,>l) 
c 4 bl+ ... tb, 
b[>c,ab2’ >b,el>c,-lab, 
xg(c1 ,..., c,-,;A,-l,..., A.,_,-1) (ifA,=l) 
From Proposition 3, it follows that 
PCS,; n)= 1 +xf(b,, . . . . b,;4, . . . . a,), 
Q(& ; n) = 1+ ~f(b, 3 -.a, b,; 4, . . . . &I, 
where the sums are taken over all decreasing sequences (n > ) bI > . . . > b, 
( > 1) and (n > ) 1, > ’ .. > 1, ( > 1) of arbitrary length r. On the other hand, 
Proposition 4 says that f(b,, . . . . b,; A,, . . . . A,) (resp. g(bl, . . . . b,.; ,&, . . . . ,I,)) 
is equal to the r x r minor obtained by picking out the b,th rows and 
$th columns from the nxn matrix A,=(q3i+3jz-6i+1 [jzi]6)lSi,j6n 
(resp. B, = (q’+(3) [;_\I) 1 G i,j<n). Therefore we obtain 
THEOREM 2. For a matrix X, let M(X) denote the sum of all minors 
(including the void minor equal to 1) of X. Let A, and B, as above: 
(a) P(S3; n) = ~(AJ. 
@I QK; n) = WB,J 
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Remark. The equality (b) of Theorem 2 is noted in [St2, Conjecture 73 
without proof. 
3. FORMULAS FOR THE SUM OF MINORS 
Let z( i, j) (1 d i d ~1, 1 <j < m) be indeterminates and 2 = (z(i, j)) be the 
y1 x m matrix with (i, j)-entry z( i, j). The object of this section is to derive a 
formula for the sum M(Z) of all minors of Z. 
DEFINITION. We shall write d(a,, . . . . a,; b,, . . . . b,)=dz(al, ..~, a,; 
b 1, . . . . b,) for the determinant det(z(a,, bj)), s i, jG’r. Define 
d(a,, . . . . a,) = Ma,, . . . . a,) = C dz(al, . . . . a,; bl, ..~, b,) 
summed over all increasing sequences (1 < ) b, < . . . < b, ( <m). 
If any two aj are equal, then d(a,, . . . . a,) ~0; otherwise d(a,, . . . . a,) is 
equal to the sum of all r x r minors of the Y x m matrix (z(a,,j)). 
For a 2k x 2k alternating matrix X= (xii) I Q i, j $ 2k (xij -I- xji = 0), there is a 
unique polynomial Pf,,(X) in xij (i < j), called Pfaffian, such that 
(Pfl) det(X) = Pf2,,JX)* 
(Pf2) PfZk(Jk) = 1, 
where Jk is the 2k x 2k matrix, 
If we denote by X, the 2(k - 1) x 2(k - 1) alternating matrix obtained by 
deleting the ith row, the jth row, the ith column and the jth column of X, 
it is known that 
Pf2k(X) = f (- 1 Ji XliPf2(k- 1) txlih 
i=2 
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THEOREM 3. (a) If r is odd, then 
d(a a,) 1, . . . . 
0 4al 1 4a2 1 4aJ ... d(a,) 
-4al) 0 dh 4 dh 4 a.. d(a,, a,) 
=Pfr+1 
-44 -d(a,, 4 
i 
0 d(a2,4 .+. d(a2, a,) 
-44 -d(a,, a31 -4a2,a3) 0 ... d(a3, a,) . 
. . . 
-aTa,) -d(a,,a,) -4a2,a,) -d(a3,a,) ..- 0 1 
(b) If r is even, then 
4al, . . . . a,) 
! 
0 4aly 4 d(a, f 4 ... d(a,, a,) 
-4al T a21 0 d(a;?, 4 ... d(a,, a,) 
= Pf, -d(a,, 4 -4a2,4 0 --. d(a,, a,) . 
. . . 
- 4al, a,) -4a2, a,) -d(a3,a,) ... 0 i 
ProoJ: First we note that part (a) follows from part (b) by applying (b) 
to the (r+l)x(m+l) matrix 
110 ... 0 
q------- i 1 : I * I z(d) * 0 I 
To prove part (b), we may assume a, = i for i = 1, . . . . r. It is clear that 
d( 1, 2, . . . . r) is multilinear and alternating with respect to row vectors 
zj = (z(i, 1 ), . ..) z(i, m)) of 2 (1 d i < r). Since Pf,(x,) is multilinear in 
(Xi1 9 . . . . xjr) and Pf,(x,) =0 if any two rows of X= (xii) are equal, 
Pf,(d(i, j)) is also multilinear and alternating in zzs. Therefore it is enough 
to check d(1, 2, . . . . r) = Pf,(d(i,j)) for the case z(i,j) = 6, ii, where bk,, is the 
Kronecker delta and i, < i2 < . . . <i,. But in this case, we see that 
d( 1, . . . . r) = 1 
and that 
Pf,(d(i,j)) = 1 
by using the expansion formula of Pfaftian and d(i, j) = 1 (i <j). 
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COROLLARY. (a)Ifr is odd, 
dta 1, . . . . a,) = i (- l)j-’ d(a,) d(a,, . . . . $, . . . . a,). (5) 
i=l 
(b) If r is euen, 
dta I, . . . . a,)= i (- l)‘d(a,, aJ d(a,, . . . . @, . . . . a,). (6) 
i==2 
(The symbol means omitting a,.) 
Now we consider the sum M(Z) of all minors (including the void minor) 
of the n x m matrix Z. Since d(a,, . . . . a,) is equal to the sum of r x r minors 
of the rxm matrix (z(ai,j))l,i,,,l.icrn, 
M(Z)=l$ c dta,, ~2, . . . . a,). 
l<q<a2< ... -ca,<n 
The main theorem of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 4. For Z=(Z(i,j))l~i~n,l~j~~m, we define an (n+ l)x(n+ 1) 
alternating matrix V(Z) and an (n + 2) x (n -t- 2) alternating matrix r(Z) as 
V(Z) = 
0 d(l)+ 1 d(2) - 1 d(3)il . . d(n)+(-I)“-’ 
-d(l)-1 0 d(l,2)+ 1 d(l,3)-1 ... d(l,n)+(-1) 
-d(2)+ 1 -d(l, 2)- 1 0 d(2, 3) + 1 . . . d(2,n)+(-I)“+ 
-d(3)- 1 -d(l,3)+1 -d(2,3)- 1 0 ... d(3,n)+(-l)“+ 
-d(n)-(-l)“-’ -d(l, n)-(-ly -d(2,n)-(-1)“‘) -d(3, n)-(-1)“+2 . . . 0 
V(‘(: Z)= V(Z) 
---_------_--------- 
-(-I)” -(-l)n+l -(-l)n+2 . . -(-1)2” I 0 
Then 
(a) If y1 is odd, WZ)=Pfn+1(VZ))- 
(b) Ifn iseven, WZ) = Pfn+AW)). 
In order to prove this theorem, we have to prepare some notations and 
lemmas. For a subset S=(a, ,..., a,} (aI< ..-<a,) of [n]={l,2,...,n), 
we shall write J(S) for d(a,, . . . . a,). If S= /zr, we put &3) = 1. 
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Fix a non-empty subset S = {aI, . . . . a,} of [n] (a, < . . . < a,). Let W, be 
the r x I alternating matrix whose (i,j)-entry is d(aj, uj) + ( - l)j-‘+ r (i <j). 
And let mS be the following (Y + 1) x (Y + 1) alternating matrix: 
Let I= (iI, . . . . ik} (il < ... <ik) be a subset of [r] = (1, . . . . Y}. We put 
s(I)=i,+...+i,. For a subset J={iiCl,,...,ijC,,) (j(l)<...<j(Z)) ofI, we 
put s,(J) =j(l) + . . . +j(l). If Z or J is empty, we define s(B) = s&o) = 0 
and s,(D) = 0. Moreover, we define, for JC I, 
dJ)=(-1) a(f--J)+s,(I-J) 
The following two lemmas are the key to the proof of Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 1. Let I= (i1, . . . . ik} (il < . . < ik) be the subset of [r], and let 
W,(I) denote the k x k alternating matrix obtained by picking out the I’,-rows 
and the i,-columns from W,. If k is even, then 
PM WsV)) = c E,(J) @A (7) 
JCI 
#.I is even 
where SJ = {ujC1),..., uic,,} (J = (iiC1,, . . . . ijcl,) (j(1) < ... <j(l))) and 
S,=@. 
LEMMA 2. Zf r = #S is odd, then 
PC+ 1Ws) = c 40 
TCS 
Proof of Lemma 1. We proceed by induction on k = #I. When k = 2, 
Pf,( W,(l)) = d(ql, uiJ + (- l)i’+i*. But ~~(1) = 1 and ~~(0) = (- l)il+i*. 
Hence (7) holds for the case k = 2. 
When k > 2, expanding Pf,( u/‘,(I)) along the first row, we have 
Pf,(W,(I))= i (-l)“(d(u,,,ai~)+(-l)i’+~+l) 
p=2 
xPfk-2(Ws(I- (il, $))I 
=~~~(-l)“(d(.il,u~~)+(-l)i~+i~+l) 
x c EI- {il, ip)(K) aC’csK> (8) 
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by induction hypothesis. We shall compute the coefficient c(J) of $S,) 
(Jc 1 and #J is even) in the right-hand side of (8). 
In the case i,$J, if we put I--J= (i,(,,, . . . . i,(,.,} (h(l)< . ..<h(Z’)). we 
have 
C(J)= $ (~l)h~z~~(~l)i’+ih~~‘+l E~-ji~,j*(,))(J). 
t=2 
But it follows from the definition that 
J(U- {h, i,,,)}) - J) = s(l- J) - i, - ih(+ 
‘I- {i,, i&t’- { 4, i,,,,)) = s,(l-- J) -h(t) + 2E’+ t-t- 1. 
Hence 
c(J)= i (-1) s(r-J)+sl(l--J)+f=E,(J). i (-lyzEI(J) 
1=2 t=2 
because I’ = #(I--J) is even. 
In the case i, EJ, let J= (ijcl,, . . . . ,(,) i. } (j(l)<.** <j( 1)). The coefficient 
c(J; t) of d(a,,, a,,,,) J(S,- li,, ijc,jj) in the right-hand side of (8) is equal to 
But 
d(l- @I, h})-(J- (iI, ijc$+=q--J) 
‘I- {il, $,,}((l- ( ‘1, ijCt)))-(J- {ii, ijclj))) 
= s,(l- J) +j(t) - 2k + 21- t. 
Hence we have 
It follows from (6) (Corollary (b), Theorem 3) that 
c(J)=&,(J) 
and that the right-hand side of (8) is a linear combination of the a( 
(Jc I and #J is even). Therefore (7) is valid for any even k. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Expanding Pf, + 1( Rs) along the first row, we see 
that 
582a/Sl/l-2 
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i=l 
i=l 
x c E[r] - {i) m ;z(SK) (9) 
Kc [i-l - {i) 
#K is even 
by applying Lemma 1 to the case Z= [r] - {i}. We shall show that the 
coefficient c’(T) of z(T) (Tc 5’) in (9) is equal to 1. Let Z be the subset of 
[r] such that S,= T. 
When #T= #Z is even, 
c’(T)= $ (-l)‘~+‘~(-l)“+‘~~~,-~~,~(Z), 
f=l 
where [r] - Z= (jr, ..,,jk,) (j, c . . . <j,.). Since 
s((Crl-{jt))-Z)=,(Crl-Z)-jt 
SC~I- {j,}((Crl- fjt>) -1) =dCrl -4 -j,- W - I), 
we obtain 
c’(T)= .f (-l)k’-f=l, 
t=1 
because k’ = r - #T is odd. 
When #T= #Z is odd, let Z= (ii, . . . . ik) (il < .. . < ik). The coefficient 
c’(T; t) of d(a,) a(S,- ii,j) in the right-hand side of (9) is equal to 
(-l)G+l E[r]- ji,}F {4>>. 
But 
Since r and k are even, we have 
It follows from (5) (Corollary (a), Theorem 3) that c’(T) = 1 and that the 
right-hand side of (9) is a linear combination of the ~(~)‘s (Tc S). 
Therefore the proof of Lemma 2 is completed. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. Note that 
M(Z) = c J(T). 
Tc Cal 
(a) When IZ is odd, by applying Lemma 2 to S= [n], we have 
M(Z)=Pf,+,(~,,,)=Pf,+,(l/(Z)), 
because W,,, = V(Z). 
(b) When IZ is even, by applying part (a) to the (n + 1) x m matrix 
z(l,l) z(l,2) ... 
i 
z(l,m) 
~(2, 1) z(2,2) ... ~(2, m) 
z’= . . . , 
z(n, 1) z(n, 2) ... z(n, m) 
0 0 . . . 0 
we see that d,.(n + 1) = d,.(i, n + 1) = 0 and 
M(Z) = M(Z’) = Pf, + 2( V(Z)). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
4. APPLICATION OF THE MINOR-SUM FORMULA 
TO THE GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR PLANE PARTITIONS 
In Theorem 2 (Section 2), we have shown that 
P(S3; n) = J&&J 
where M(X) denotes the sum of all minors (including the void minor equal 
to l)ofXand 
3i+3j2-6j+ 1 
Therefore, applying the minor-sum formula of Theorem 4 (Section 3), we 
have 
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P(S,;n)= pf,+l(~~“(An)) (if n is odd) 
PLm.)) (if 12 is even) 
W,;~,= Pfn + *(V(4)) (if n is odd) 
Pfn + A j7(4)) (if II is even), 
where V(Z) and v(Z) are the alternating matrices defined in Theorem 4. In 
order to compute the above Pfafflans, we need information about 
’ 
3il-+3$6j,+l 
' 
3il + 3jf - 6j2 + 1 
= c det 
1 <jl -cjz 
4 
3i2+3+6jl+l [ i, - 1 jl-l  ’ 3i2 + 3jj: - 6j2 f 1 6 
dBn(i) = C qi+(l) i- ’ 
j> 1 [ I j-l ' 
PROPOSITION 5. (a) dA,(i+ 1) = q3(1 + q6je3) dA,(i), d,,,(l) = q. 
dBz(i + 1) = q( 1 + qi) dB,(i), dBM(l ) = 4. (b) 
(cl 
(d) 
(e) 
” - dA,( 1, i) = qdAn( i) - q3’- ’ 
dBn(l, i)=qd,(i)-qg’+’ 
dA,(il, i2 -t- l)=q3(l +q6i2-3) dA,(il, i2) 
~43i,+9i~-4[ilt~T2]6+qillish-L[ii~~;2]6 
dA,(il + 1, i2) = q3(1 + q6’l- 3, dA,(il, iz) 
-qY”+3i2-4[il +;2]6uq9i,+3j2-1 [il +&‘I, 
( f ) dBn(il, i2 + 1) = q( 1 + qi2) dBn(il, iz) + qil +2i2+ 1 [il;:;l] 
dBn(iI+1,i2)=q(l+q’~)dBn(il,i2)-q2i~+i2+1 i1fi2T1] 
c 
L 12-I J 
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Proof: We shall prove only (b), (d), and (f). The other parts (a), (c), 
and (e) can be similarly proved. 
(b) If i> 1, we have 
because CL =i q “-‘[;I: J = [j.]. Hence 
t d&i)= -1 -kq-“+“d,(i+ 1). 
k=l 
Since this holds for i = 0, 
d,,(i) = i d&(k) - y d&(k) 
k=l k=l 
= -1 +q-‘i+l)d,“(i+f)-(-l+q~“d,~(i)), 
so that we obtain 
d,(i+ l)=q(l +qi) d&(i). 
(d) It follows from the definition that 
&(l, i)= 1 q.qi+(S) i-1 [ 1 h-  = q . d,(i) - qi + ‘. iz> 1 
(f) If m 3 1, we see that 
jgl d& 3 
=j!l l;<,q~+‘+(:)+(:) 
. 
=lz<Iq . 
i+G>+W [;I;]$l q”[;I:] 
-l:<,q . 
f+,k,l,+,:)[IT:]~kqj-“[:-:] 
I 
n c 
I 
GM
 
c 
4.
 + tz
z + h x
 
N
t 
t G 
9. 
t 
+ 
h 
N+
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by using 
Now we can use Proposition 5 to simplify the Pfaffians Pf, + ,( V(A,)), 
Pf, +2( @‘(A,)), Pf, + 1( V(B,)), and Pf, +J p(B,)). Here we deal with only 
Pf,, 1( V(B,)) and Pf,, *( v(B,)). The similar method can be applied to 
Pfn+lUMJ) and Pf,+, (r((A,)). In the (n-k- 1) x (n+ 1) matrix V(B,) 
(resp. the (n+2) x (n + 2) matrix p(I(B,)), we start from the nth column, 
subtract from each column (say, the ith column) the previous column mul- 
tiplied by q(1 -I- qiwl) (i=n, n- 1, . . . . 2) and finally subtract the 1 st column 
multiplied by q from the 2nd column. Then, if we denote the resulting 
matrix V;=(~i:j)~~~,~~~+~ (resp. ~~=(C:j.),Si,iGn+2), it follows from 
Proposition 5 (b), (d), and (f) that 
0 
l+q 
(i= l,j= 1) 
(i’ l,j= 2) 
(-l)j(l +q+qJy (i= l,j> 3) 
lJ;= -&,(i-1)-(-l)i 
4+q2 
(-lY(l+qi)+q 
(i>2,j= 1) 
(i=2,j=2) 
(i>3,j=2) 
a,+q i+2j-4 i+j-4 [ 1 i-2 (i>2,j>3), 
where 1, is given by 
(-l)i-i+l (l-tq+q’-‘), (j>i+ 1) 
1 
a, = 
(j=i-+ 1) 
q+q’-’ (j= i) 
(-l)i-i(l+q+q’-‘) (j<i) 
and that 
p” = 
i 
v n 
___I----------- ----_--- --- 
(-I)-1 (-I),+2 (l+q) (-1)“+3(1+q+q~)...(-l)(I+q-tq~) I (-1)2”+’ 
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Let I’,* be the upper-right (n + 1) x (n + 1) submatrix of pn. Since v”:, + 2, j = 
(-l)“t& (2<j<n+l), 
det ~~=(-l)n+2t1.(-l)n+1det V~+(-l)n+2+n+2.(-1)2n+1det vk 
= det V,* - det ‘I$ 
by adding the first row multuplied by (-l)*+ i to the (n + 2)nd row and 
then expanding along the (n + 2)nd row. Hence we see that 
det ii(&) = det V,* - det V(B,). 
But, if n is odd, r(‘(B,) is an alternating matrix of odd degree, so that 
det V(B,) = det V,*. 
If n is even, V(B,) is an alternating matrix of odd degree, so that 
det v(‘(B,)=det V,*. 
Therefore we obtain 
Q(S,; n)2 = det V,* 
whether n is odd or even. By starting from the nth row and adding each 
row to the one below it in V,*, we see that 
det V,* = det( U(l) + IP)) n n I 
where 
l+q --4-q* 
-1 1+q+q2 -q-q3 0 
-1 1+q+q3 -q-q4 
-1 1+q+q4 
0 *. * 9-q” 
-1 l+q+q’ 
and, if we set UL2)= (zA~)~~~,~~~, 
i 
d1+ 4) (j= 1) 
Z.$j= 
qi+Up2([i~:~3]+q[i:~T2]) (j32). 
Now, by starting from the first column and adding each column mul- 
tiplied by q to the next column, we obtain the following formula. 
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THEOREM 5. Q(S,; n)” = det( 7’i1) + Z’k2)), where Til) and Ti2) are M x n 
matrices 
1-t-q 
-1 1+q2 0 
)= i -1 1 +q3 
-1 1+q4 
0 . . . . 
TI, 
\ -1 l+q”/ 
This theorem reduces the Andrews-Robbins conjecture (see the 
Introduction) to the equality 
det( T(l) + Tc2)) = 1-q n n 
l<i<j<k<n 1-q 
[An 11 
CAn 21 
CAn 31 
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